Some 50 years ago, physicists, and after them the entire world, started to found their time reference on atomic properties instead of motions of the Earth that have been in use since the origin. Far from being an arrival point, this decision marked the beginning of an adventure characterized by a 6 orders of magnitude improvement in the uncertainty of realization of atomic frequency and time references. Ever progressing atomic frequency standards and time references derived from them are key resources for science and for society. We will describe how the unit of time is realized with a fractional accuracy approaching 10 −16 and how it is delivered to users via the elaboration of the international atomic time. We will describe the tremendous progress of optical frequency metrology over the last 20 years which led to a novel generation of optical frequency standards with fractional uncertainties of 10 −18 . We will describe work toward a possible redefinition of the SI second based on such standards. We will describe existing and emerging applications of atomic frequency standards in science.
The unit of time
In 1967, the 13 th General Conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM) defined the SI second as "the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium 133 atom" [1] . Atoms have quantized energy levels. To any pair of quantized levels of energy E g and E e , a frequency ν is associated via PlanckEinstein's relation: hν = E e −E g . One fundamental idea behind the definition is that these atomic frequencies are perfectly stable and universal. Observations support this idea. Atoms can be regarded as "perfect" frequency standards given by nature. The immutability of atomic frequencies is integrated into fundamental theories underpinning physics: general relativity and the standard model of particle physics.
Accessing the atomic frequency and transferring its qualities to a macroscopic usable signal requires a device called atomic frequency standard. The typical architecture of such device is shown and explained in fig. 1 . The output frequency ν(t) does not coincide with the atomic frequency ν at . It is perturbed by noises and biases of both technical and fundamental nature. These noises and biases determines two mains characteristics of a given atomic frequency standard. Noises limit the uncertainty with which a frequency measurement can be made with this standard in a given duration. It is characterized by the fractional frequency instability σ y (τ ) which is a function of the measurement duration τ . Biases offset the mean output frequency with respect to the unperturbed atomic frequency ν at . If known and stable, a bias can be taken into account. What really matters is the uncertainty to which biases are known. This uncertainty, often reported in fractional terms, defines the level to which the standard actually gives access to the unperturbed atomic frequency. It summarizes the capability of the standard to realize the SI second (for 133 Cs primary standards), to be used for fundamental physics and for other applications. On the left: architecture of highly accurate atomic frequency standards. An oscillator generates a macroscopic, practically usable electromagnetic signal. A fraction of this signal is split to probe the atomic transition chosen as reference. The response of the atomic sample is detected to determine the probability for exciting the transition. This information is used to stabilize the frequency of the oscillator to the spectroscopic signal. On the right: representative spectroscopic signal. Key features of this signal are the atomic quality factor Qat = νat/∆ν and the noise in the measurement of the transition probability σ δP . The frequency ν(t) of the usable signal does not coincide exactly with the unperturbed atomic frequency νat: ν(t) = νat × (1 + ε + y(t)) where ε is a fractional frequency offset and y(t) represents fractional frequency fluctuations.
In practice, only well-chosen atomic transitions are suitable to realize standards with lowest stability and uncertainty. Levels must have long lifetimes to enable high atomic quality factor Q at (see fig. 1 ). Transition must have low sensitivity to external fields (electric, magnetic, thermal radiation, etc.). Atomic structure must be compatible with methods needed to manipulate and detect atoms. It is also essential to consider practical criteria such as reliability, operability, possibility to generate and use the interrogation field at the transition frequency. Given the state of knowledge and technology at the time of the 13 th CGPM, a frequency standard based on the 133 Cs ground state hyperfine transition was one of the best possibilities, almost 2 decades after the first observation of the transition [2] . It had shown sufficient maturity and had been accurately measured with respect to the ephemeris time [3] [4] . Since then, fundamental and technological breakthroughs in many areas lead to major changes in ways to realize and use highly accurate atomic frequency standards. Their uncertainty improved by 6 orders of magnitudes. References [5] and [6] provide an overview of these developments.
In November 2018, the 26 th CGPM adopted a major redefinition of the international system of units. The redefinition concerns the units of mass, of temperature, of electrical current and of amount of substance. The new system is defined by adopting conventional values for Planck's constant h, for Boltzmann's constant k B , for the elementary charge e and for Avogadro's constant N A , similarly to what is already done since 1983 [7] with the speed of light c to define the unit of length. In essence, the definition of the second remains unchanged. 
Research on highly accurate atomic frequency standards
Previous section 1 gave fundamental concepts behind atomic time and atomic frequency standards. These concepts are amazingly simple and used for more than 5 decades. Still, they continue being at the basis of an active field of research in the following ways.
Search for advancing atomic frequency standards with extremely low uncertainties goes hand in hand with exploration of atomic systems interacting with electromagnetic fields. Progress in atomic frequency standards reveals new phenomena and provides means of investigating them. And vice versa, progress in other areas (e.g. laser-cooling of atoms, physics of collisions and interactions, quantum entanglement,...) enables improvement of atomic frequency standards.
These devices with extremely low uncertainties are tools of choice to probe the structure of space-time and to test fundamental laws of nature. They provide experimental inputs to the quest for a unified theory of gravitation and quantum mechanics [9] [10] [11] and to the search for dark matter [12] [13] and to other applications.
On the applied side, atomic frequency standards are key to major applications of utmost importance in modern science and society. The practical realization of the unit of time of the SI system is one of them, in particular via the elaboration of the international atomic time and of the universal coordinate time (TAI/UTC). Another example is global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) such as GPS, GALILEO, etc. In turn, these realizations are key for telecommunications, transports, finance, digital economy, etc.
Search for ultra-low uncertainties in atomic frequency standards is a steady driver for innovation in multiple technological areas such as lasers, low noise electronics, ultra-stable oscillators. Also, it creates knowledge necessary to define trade-offs between performance and other requirements for industrial frequency standards or space clocks. This knowledge is often applicable not only to novel frequency standards but also to other types of atom-based instruments like, for example, accelerometers and gyrometers based on matter wave interferometry or magnetometers.
Progress in reducing the uncertainty of atomic frequency standards leads to novel applications. For instance, because of its much lower uncertainty, the new generation of optical frequency standards enable chronometric geodesy, i.e. the determination Earth gravitational potential differences via the measurement of Einstein's gravitational red shift.
Primary frequency standards based on atomic fountains
The first generation of 133 Cs primary frequency standards, which led to the adoption of the atomic time, was based on the thermal atomic beam technology and the separated oscillatory fields method [14] [15] . The development of laser cooling of atoms in the 1980's [16] [17] [18] enables a second generation called atomic fountains [19] [20] [21] . Atomic samples laser-cooled to temperature near 1 µK enable atomic quality factors higher than 10 10 , a factor 100 higher than in atomic beam standards. Figure 2 displays a schematic of an atomic fountain. When an ultra-low noise microwave source is used to interrogate the atomic transition the quantum projection noise limit is reached [22] . This limit is the fundamental limit set by the quantum measurement process for un-entangled particles. This yields short term fractional frequency instabilities as low as 1.6 × 10 −14 at 1 s [23]. Nowadays, the accuracy of best atomic fountains ranges between 1 and 3 parts in 10
16 . This is the result of refining models of the interrogation and detection processes, and of stringently testing these models with experiments. Such experiments typically require many frequency measurements with statistical uncertainties near 10 −16 , which is reached, in the very best case, after several full days of measurement duration. In other words, fountains have reached the situation where the stability imposes a practical limit to studying systematic shifts and improving the accuracy. Example of effects whose modelling improved significantly includes effects of phase gradients in the interrogation microwave cavity [24] [38] . More details on atomic fountains can be found for instance in [39] , [23] and [40] .
The 87 Rb ground state hyperfine transition is also used to realise atomic fountain frequency standards. LNE-SYRTE developed a dual fountain using Rb and Cs which truly realizes two state-of-the-art microwave standards in a single setup [41] [42] . The Rb part of this fountain has an uncertainty of 3.2 × 10 −16 similar to the one of best cesium fountains. This dual fountain enables highly accurate comparisons of the 87 Rb and 133 Cs hyperfine frequencies. These comparisons find many applications (see sections 6 and 7 below). In particular, they led to the adoption of this transition has a secondary representation of the SI second [43] [42] .
Agreement between fountains is well tested by the means of specific remote comparisons by satellite methods [44] and recently by optical links between LNE-SYRTE and PTB [45] . Also, the elaboration of TAI provides a vehicle to compare fountain frequency standards (see section 4 below).
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Elaboration of TAI: accuracy of atomic fountains delivered to users
One essential outcome of time and frequency metrology is the construction of the international atomic time (TAI) and of the universal coordinate time (UTC). It is worth noting here that the 26 th CGPM adopted a resolution on the definition of time scales [8] , which corrects for the lack so far of a self-contained definition of TAI. We remind that a meaningful definition and realization of a time scale valid globally in the vicinity of the Earth requires the framework of general relativity, in particular to properly account for Einstein ' [46]. In other words, performance of frequency standards is transferred to the time scale and thereby to users. The 2 × 10 −16 fractional frequency uncertainty translates into an error of less than 10 ns after one year. This improvement by a factor of 10 since 2000 is the result of the commitment of a few metrology institutes to provide regular calibrations of TAI. Nowadays, about 4 or 5 calibrations by fountains are typically available each month, as can be seen in section 3 of Circular T [47] . Over the last 15 years, LNE-SYRTE made 40% of all worldwide calibrations with fountains. The adoption of secondary representations of the SI second (see [43] and section 7 below) led to the possibility to calibrate TAI with other atomic transitions than the 133 Cs hyperfine transition. This was done for the first time with the 87 Rb hyperfine transition by LNE-SYRTE which provided close to 100 calibrations by this mean [42] . LNE-SYRTE also pioneered providing calibrations based on an optical transition. This was done with the 87 Sr 1 S 0 -3 P 0 transition at 698 nm. Regular calibrations of TAI by optical frequency standards are an important prerequisite for a possible redefinition of the second based on optical transition(s) [50] . The transfer of long term stability and accuracy of primary frequency standards to TAI enables highly accurate Local realization of UTC by institute k is denoted UTC(k). Figure 3 shows time differences between such timescales and UTC. They are realized using hydrogen masers whose frequency is calibrated and steered with atomic fountains, and for the long term, with the time difference UTC(k)-UTC provided every month in Circular T. They typically deviate from UTC and from each others by no more than a few nanoseconds. It is worth noting another significant evolution in timekeeping, namely the rapid realization of UTC by the BIPM [58] . UTCr implements faster exchange of data than Circular T does between participating laboratories and the BIPM. It improves the level to which a given laboratory can verify the synchronization of its UTC(k) to UTC. This is of particular interest and significance for laboratories where resources allocated to the local timescale are limited (i.e. limited to a few commercial Cs beam standards).
A new generation of optical atomic frequency standards
Optical frequency metrology is advancing at high pace, in particular since the introduction of optical frequency combs [59] [60]. Optical frequency standards refer to atomic standards relying on transitions whose frequency corresponds to the optical domain of the electromagnetic spectrum. Their frequency is 10 4 to 10 5 higher than the 133 Cs hyperfine frequency and their potential atomic quality factor can exceed 10 16 instead of 10 10 for atomic fountain standards. To date, both neutral atoms and ions are studied with the aim to obtain the lowest possible uncertainties. Figure 4 explains the principle of operation of these two types of standards. Optical frequency standards achieve fractional frequency uncertainties close to 10 [71] and to electric fields [72] , shifts induced by the lattice light [73] [74] , shifts induced by interactions [75] , light-shifts induced by probe light [76] . This list of example must not be considered as complete either in terms of effects or in terms of references. Comparisons between optical frequency standards using the same transition were performed with improving uncertainties [77] [92] . Stabilities as low as 1.6 × 10 −16 at 1 s can be observed for a single optical lattice frequency standard and even lower between two regions of the same atomic cloud [93] . Ion-based optical frequency standards show significantly worse stabilities because they are so far using a single ion instead of several hundreds of atoms or more in neutral atom standards. Synchronized and correlated interrogation of 2 ion-based standard enables comparison with stability in the mid-10 −16 at 1 s [94] . Such stabilities became possible only with the progress of ultra-stable lasers which remain the subject of active developments. Classical ultra-stable lasers based on Fabry-Perot prove being limited by thermal brownian noise in dielectric mirror coatings [95] . Several approaches were and are still investigated to mitigate this limit. Extending cavity length can already give significant improvement [96] [89] [97] . Crystalline silicon cavity at cryogenic temperatures showed exquisite laser instability and laser linewidth (4 × 10 −17 and < 10 mHz respectively) [98] [99]. Another promising method could be to use crystalline coatings that exhibit lower thermal noise [100] . Other approaches shift away from Fabry-Perot cavity. Prospects exist to use spectral hole burning in rare-earth doped ions in crystalline matrices at cryogenic temperatures [101] [102] [103] . Lasers using ultra-narrow atomic transitions are another proposed alternative [104] [105] [106] .
Interest in quantum technologies increased considerably in the last years because they promise major breakthroughs in computation, communication and The spectrum is typical of Lamb-Dicke regime used in optical frequency standards. Because of confinement, the external motion of atoms has quantized vibrational levels. The spectrum exhibits resolved sidebands with frequency offsets corresponding to the trap vibrational frequency. The central "carrier" resonance corresponds to excitations that do not change the external atomic state. It is essentially unaffected by the first order Doppler effect and by the recoil effect [82] . This resonance can be as narrow as few 100 mHz corresponding to atomic quality factors Qat of several 10 15 , at the origin of the superior performance of optical frequency standards. The counterpart of using confined particles is the need to care about effects of the trapping fields. Fundamentally, the ion is held thanks to its electric charge without strong perturbation of its internal structure. It is nevertheless necessary to care about effects of micro-motions induced by the oscillating electric field [83] [84].
Trapping of neutral atoms relies on polarizing them with the intense lattice light and thereby on perturbing their internal structure. In optical frequency standards, the lattice trap can be non-perturbing if the trap wavelength has a specific wavelength called magic wavelength where the polarizability is the same for the two levels of the reference transition [85] [86] [87] .
sensing [107] [108] . Research in optical frequency standards already gave striking examples of quantum enhanced metrology. Operation of the single Al + ion frequency standard relies on a quantum gate between Al + and a companion ion used for state readout [77] [109] [110] . To date, there is still a large potential for optical frequency standards to further exploit quantum metrology. Tailored quantum superposition of internal states can reduce sensitivity to external field perturbations [111] . Entangled states of several ions can improve the stability below the quantum projection noise limit [112] . In parallel, progress were made in designing traps that can support multiple-ion chains while maintaining low uncertainty due to motional effects [113] . A challenge for future ion-based standards will be to merge all methods in a single device. Neutral atom standards already use samples that comprise hundreds or thousands of atoms. Quantum non-destructive measurements performed on such samples can generate entangled states [114] which are metrologically useful like, for example, spin-squeezed states [115] . Proof-of-principle experiments using hyperfine transitions are reported in [116] [117] and in [118] where a specular 10-fold reduction (20 dB squeezing) below the quantum projection limit is obtained. Non-destructive detection by optical phase shift measurement in 87 Sr optical lattice frequency standard is developed at LNE-SYRTE [119] [120] . A promising sensitivity level of a few atoms only is achieved and the path toward quantum non-destructive regime is clarified. Optical lattice frequency standards constitute an excellent platform to harvest the benefit of both classical and quantum non-destructive detection. Classical non-destructive detection could help reducing dead times in the probing sequence and thereby limit the negative influence of laser frequency noise on stability. Atomic phase lock method [121] [122] could be used to extend the interrogation duration beyond the probe laser coherence time. Quantum non-destructive detection could be used to beat the quantum projection noise limit. These schemes promise stabilities at 10 −17 at 1 s or below. It will remain to investigate to which extent the non-destructive detection introduces additional sources of uncertainty. Many other schemes to generate entangled states do exist which are potentially interesting to improve frequency standards, like for instance [123] [124] [125] . The present account must not be considered complete. Optical frequency combs are of utmost importance for optical frequency standards. They enable comparisons between optical frequency references at different wavelengths. They enable conversion of optical frequency references to the microwave domain and thereby, connection with all existing time and frequency methods and infrastructures, in particular comparisons between optical and microwave standards. Optical frequency combs developed and found applications in many other different fields which are reviewed for example in [126] [127] . Here, we highlight developments directly connecting to highly accurate frequency standards. One key aspect was the development of reliable femtosecond lasers based on erbium-doped fiber technology. Combs based on this technology readily connect to the wavelength of 1.5 µm used in optical fiber links (see below) and in best ultra-stable lasers to date. Such combs can transfer the stability between ultra-stable optical references with degradation no higher than 4 × 10 −18 at 1 s, a level which surpass by far the stability of best ultra-stable lasers [128] . Optical to microwave conversion was also developed to minimize noises from all processes involved in the comb architecture [129] [143] . It enabled comparison of optical frequency standards over continental distances with unprecedented stability and accuracy [137] . Figure 5 shows the stability of a Paris-Strasbourg-Paris link obtained for 2 weeks of operation. This link enables comparison to 10 −18 in less than 2000 s. In France, the first industrial-grade link of this type was recently implemented and tested [144] . It proved the readiness of this technology for commercialization and applications. Coherent optical fiber links reach fractional frequency instability below 10 −18 for measurement duration of 10 4 s for length of several hundreds to 1500 km. Accuracy of the frequency transfer is verified to better than 10 −19 . Over continental distances, they surpass satellite-based methods by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. Besides frequency transfer using a coherent optical carrier, time transfer using optical fibers is actively developed with, here also, the promise to surpass existing methods by orders of magnitude (see, for instance [145] [146] [147] [148] ). Relativistic effects in optical fiber links are studied from a theoretical standpoint in [149] . In addition to comparisons of optical frequency standards and dissemination of time and frequency references, optical fiber links are used or considered for applications in chronometric geodesy (see section 8 below), in measurement of Earth's rotation [150] [151], in earthquake detection [152] and in fundamental physics (see e.g. [153] ).
Test of fundamental physical laws
Physics is underpinned by two fundamental theories: general relativity and the standard model of particle physics. This theoretical framework is extremely successful in describing a huge number of observations. Nonetheless, it is not free of significant problems. One difficulty is that the standard model is a quantum field theory while general relativity is not. This is giving an heterogeneous picture of the three fundamental interactions. To date, a unified theory of gravitational, electroweak and strong interactions is still missing. A second difficulty arises in the need to introduce dark matter and dark energy to reproduce rotation curves of galaxies and the accelerating expansion of the Universe, in the so-called ΛCDM cosmological model of the Universe. In this model, dark matter and dark energy introduced in an ad hoc manner represent 95% of mass and energy in the Universe.
In this context, many experiments and many observations are used to test fundamental physical laws. One can refer for instance to [11] [10] [9] [154] [155] for an overview. Here, we will highlight tests using highly accurate atomic frequency standards. Unlike tests based on observations over geological and cosmological timescales, tests using atomic frequency standards are present day laboratory experiments which do not require a particular cosmological model for their interpretation. Also, they can be repeated for verification purposes. For these reasons, they are good tools for revealing physics beyond general relativity and the standard model and for providing experimental constraints to guide the development of unified theories (see for instance [156] [157] [158] ).
Within its uncertainty, an atomic frequency standard give access to the unperturbed atomic frequency of the chosen transition. Comparisons of atomic frequency standards based on different atomic transitions determine atomic frequency ratios. These frequency ratios are dimensionless quantities given by nature, independently of any system of units. A variation of atomic frequency ratios would be violation of the framework defined by general relativity and the standard model of particle physics and of its founding principles. This can be tested with repeated measurements of atomic frequency ratios. Time series of such measurements are used to search for signals indicative of variations induced by putative phenomena. Linear variations with time could be a present day effect of evolution of the Universe over cosmological timescale. Variations synchronous with the Earth's motion around the Sun could be an effect of an extraneous coupling to the gravitational field of the Sun or to additional field(s) finding its source in the Sun. Sinusoidal variations could be due to an extraneous coupling to certain candidate dark matter field condensed on our galaxy. For example, linear variations of the fine-structure constant α, of the electron-toproton mass ratio µ = m e /m p and of the quark mass m q /Λ QCD are tested with uncertainties of 2. [160] . All these tests improve regularly with the steady progress of atomic frequency standards.
Time and frequency metrology provide many other tests of local position invariance and local Lorentz invariance. New possibilities are frequently emerging, like for instance, use of fiber links [153] for special relativity tests, of GALILEO satellites for gravitational redshift test [161] . The ACES space mis-sion [162] [163] [164] [165] will provide improved tests and new opportunities. It is worth noting here that the third component of Einstein's equivalence principle, the universality of free-fall, was recently tested with improved uncertainty with the MICROSCOPE space mission (see [166] and references therein).
Toward a redefinition of the SI second
Optical frequency standards now surpass 133 Cs fountain primary standards by more than 2 orders of magnitude, both in stability and uncertainty. This naturally creates a strong incentive to redefine the SI second based on optical transition(s). The advent of this possibility was anticipated shortly after the demonstration of the first optical frequency comb. In 2001, Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) recommended that a list of secondary representations of the second (SRS) be established [167] , as one of the key processes to engage into a possible redefinition of the second. In 2004, International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM) adopted the first SRS, the 87 Rb hyperfine frequency based on developments and measurements made at LNE-SYRTE [168] [169] . To date, the list of SRS comprises 9 transitions, 8 of which are optical transitions [50] . SRS are atomic transitions used to realize frequency standards with excellent uncertainties and which are measured in the SI system with accuracies close to the limit of In view of a possible redefinition of the second, a key aspect of the process is to link the optical frequency domain to the present definition. In the current status of the list of recommended standard frequencies, this is achieved by some 55 highly accurate absolute frequency measurements of optical transitions. The 698 nm 87 Sr 1 S 0 -3 P 0 transition used in optical lattice standards gathers by far the largest number of measurements and the ones with the highest accuracy from LNE-SYRTE [78] [136] and PTB [172] . These measurements are limited by the accuracy of best realizations of the second based on the 133 Cs hyperfine transition. Measurements used to establish the list of recommended values also include a still limited number of optical-to-optical frequency ratios (8 measurements of 5 ratios). Such measurements are not limited by 133 Cs fountain. The best measurements so far have a fractional frequency uncertainties near 5 parts in 10
17 [173] [174] . Among optical-to-optical frequency ratios, only the 199 Hg/ 87 Sr is measured independently in at least two laboratories (RIKEN [175] and LNE-SYRTE [138] ) with uncertainties below the current realization of the SI second. Optical-to-optical ratios measured independently provide means to check the status of optical frequency metrology beyond the limit imposed by 133 Cs fountains. On-going work shall increase the number of such tests and push their uncertainties near 1 part in 10 18 . A redefinition of the SI second must not have negative consequences on the elaboration of TAI. This implies that sustainable capability of calibrating TAI scale interval against optical transition(s) must be proven before the redefinition. Most of the current TAI architecture and infrastructure operates in the microwave domain and it will remain so for many more years. Combs enable dividing the frequency of an optical reference to the microwave and RF domains with a limited degradation of its accuracy. An optical frequency standard can thereby readily be inserted in lieu of 133 Cs fountains in the TAI calibration processes of metrology institutes, provided that its reference transition is adopted as a secondary representation of the second [42] . The minimum requirement is to being able to calibrate the mean frequency of a local oscillator linked to TAI (typically, a hydrogen maser) over 5 days of a conventional grid. This was pioneered by LNE-SYRTE using the 87 Sr 1 S 0 -3 P 0 transition. A first series of TAI calibrations with this SRS is reported in the BIPM Circular T 350 [47] . These first calibrations were not used to steering the frequency of TAI. At the beginning of 2019, Circular T 372 was published with the first TAI calibrations by optical standards used for steering, still with 87 Sr. Reliable operation and use of 87 Sr optical lattice standards to this end is described in [136] [176] . Along the same line, application of a 87 Sr optical lattice standard for realizing a representative sample local timescale is reported in [172] . Remote comparison of 87 Sr optical lattice standards over intercontinental baseline via satellite-based methods and for almost 1 day is reported in [177] . In both cases, the architecture of the timescale and links is in the microwave domain. It remains a topic of investigation to define novel architectures and infrastructures that can take full benefit of the 2 orders of magnitude improved characteristics of optical frequency standards [178] . Such architectures and infrastructures may include optical fibers links, optical local oscillators, optical clockwork like the one demonstrated in [179] , and novel methods.
Altogether, CCTF, in its strategy document, keeps a list of requirements for a redefinition of the second based on optical transition(s) to become possible. The aim is to make a choice that will last long, to ensure continuity, to guaranty gapless dissemination in particular via the elaboration of TAI and to validate the uncertainty of optical frequency standards [50] . CCTF and the joint CCL-CCTF Frequency Standard working group monitor progress of the field in this direction.
Chronometric geodesy
Remote comparisons between two identical frequency standards show a frequency ratio
where U 1 and U 2 are gravitational potentials at the location of the two standards. This gravitational redshift already mentioned in section 4 amounts to ∼ 10 −18 per centimeter of elevation in the vicinity of the Earth's surface. Frequency standards can be viewed as sensors to determine gravitational potential differences for the purpose of geodesy and Earth's science. This method called chronometric geodesy was proposed several decades ago (see for example [180] and references therein). However, it is only now that progress in optical frequency standards and in optical frequency metrology makes this method potentially relevant.
A few years ago, chronometric geodesy gained significant interest from both time and frequency metrology and geodesy communities. Several aspects need being covered. One is to develop methodologies to use data from frequency standards in conjunction with other data already used in gravity field modelling. In this context, optical frequency standards can be considered as sensors of the potential with a point-like spatial response function, since the spread of the atomic sample is less 1 mm. Instead, space-based gravity measurements (GRACE, GOCE missions) gives 1 st or higher derivatives of the potential with a spatial response function with characteristic size of 100 km. Gravimeters and gradiometers on ground give the 1 st and 2 nd derivatives of the potential respectively with a point-like response (0.1 m−1 m), and so on. Geodetic methods to link the potential at the location of a frequency standard to larger and global scale are described in [137] [181] [182] . These methods were applied to several places in Europe and provided improvements over previous similar determination [183] [184] [185] . Specific gravimetry and levelling measurements in the vicinity (up to few 10 km) of frequency standard location are required to connect to the regional and global scale to the 10 −18 or equivalently to the 1 cm level. Time variations must be taken into account since tides can produce local gravity potential changes of up to 10 −16 . This is described in [186] . Another aspect of investigations of chronometric geodesy is to understand and define cases where data from optical frequency standards can bring the most to applications in geodesy and geophysics. Reference [187] reports one of the first quantitative studies along this line. Representative cases of hilly areas were studied to determine how much adding data from optical frequency standards can improve high spatial resolution gravity modelling. A fully synthetic simulation framework was developed that will be further refined and applied to other cases of potential interest, like for instance, coastal areas. Interest can be two fold: improvement of reference systems and studies of geophysical phenomena. Some possibilities are discussed in [188] [189] [190] [191] . Within the last few years, working groups within the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) were initiated to consider potentialities of chronometric geodesy.
A third aspect is the further development of instrumental capabilities. The long term goal would be to have ruggedized field-compatible optical frequency standards with uncertainties ≤ 10 −18 and means of comparing them from any place of interest on Earth. First proof-of-concept experiments used coherent optical fiber links between laboratories with already existing state-of-the-art optical frequency metrology programs [137] [62] . Over the years, transportable optical frequency standards were developed and currently achieve uncertainties in the 10 −17 range [192] [193] [194] , also with the aim to increase technology readiness for space. Recently, one of these devices was used for another proofof-concept experiment [195] again in conjunction with coherent optical fiber link. Solutions for remote comparisons that reach 10 −18 firstly without optical fiber link and secondly over intercontinental distances are still missing. For the former, free-space optical links studied in [196] [197] [198] [199] could be extended to a few 100 km distances with the help of an airborne platform.
The further advancement of all the above studies shall lead to first pilot chronometric geodesy programs designed for geodesy, geophysics and Earth's science applications.
Conclusions
We described the status of the realization of the SI unit of time according to its current definition. We reported on the tremendous progress of optical frequency metrology over the last 20 years. We mentioned how the CIPM monitors the situation of the field in view of a possible redefinition. To date, work remains to be done to meet all milestones of the CCTF strategy document and to prepare for long-term commitments of the post redefinition era. When this will be achieved, progress of frequency and time metrology and its applications will not need being limited by 133 Cs standards any more. Secondary representations of the second and highly accurate redundant measurements of a sufficient number of optical-to-optical frequency ratios will permit a smooth passage through the redefinition. On the basis of these considerations and taking into account the time for due process at the CIPM and at the CGPM, a redefinition seems possible before 2030. The new definition must last long. Paradoxically, the persistent vitality of research on optical frequency standards could be a reason to delay the redefinition, if new breakthroughs suggest even better choices than those being currently consolidated. One possible choice for the redefinition would be to mimic the present definition and select one single optical transition. In this case, secondary representations will be useful, even needed in practice. The possibility, the shape and the relevance of a system using several transitions on an even basis remain to be explored.
The choice of one particular transition of one particular atom (or a set of them) remains a kind of artefact. Atoms are already complex assemblage of elementary particles and transition frequencies are by far not calculable at the level of uncertainty to which they can be realized by atomic frequency standards. The article of C. Bordé in the present issue of Comptes Rendus presented the deeper foundations of the international system of units, its links with geometry of space-time and with the system of units introduced by Planck based on five fundamental constants. The system adopted by the 26 th CGPM is based on fixing ∆ν Cs , c, h, e, k B . Moving to a system of units founded solely on most fundamental aspects of physical laws would require to abandon atomic transition(s) for the definition of the unit of time. Referring to Planck's system, that would mean fixing the gravitational constant G to define Planck's time hG/c 5 . Another somewhat intermediate possibility could be to fix the mass of an elementary particle, for instance, the electron m e which defines the unit of time as h/m e c 2 . Given the utmost importance of practical aspects of the actual implementation of the SI system, it does not seem presently possible to opt for one of these fundamental definitions of time because we do not know how to realize them with the same exquisite accuracy of atomic frequency standards. Research shall investigate how to measure G or m e with radically improved accuracy in the SI system of units attached to atomic transitions.
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